**AMBITATORY AND IN-HOSPITAL EEG**

**Improved Patient Care**
- Continuous data acquisition
- Patient can move freely
- Continuous impedance checking
- EEG storage up to 2000Hz per channel

**IP Camera Switching**
- Switch cameras on the fly as patients move
- Change recording cameras from acquisition station, review station, or Sentinel Monitoring station

**Sentinel Monitoring**
- Monitor multiple patients from one computer
- Get immediate visual and auditory notifications for patient events and seizure detections
- Control camera functions
- See EEG traces and trends
Arc Apollo™

AT-HOME EEG SOLUTION

Easy to Use
- Up to 96 hours of EEG recording on a single battery charge
- Programmable patient event buttons
- Microphone for voice events
- Rechargeable, nonproprietary lithium ion batteries

Q-Video Mobile 3
- HD video with auto-switching infrared

Designed for Patient Comfort
- Compact, 1 lb 3 oz. (539 g) and rugged
- Backpack, harness, and head mount options

Helping you help others